AVIATOR'S QUARTERED IN WALKER MEMORIAL

Naval Men Here for Preliminary Instruction in Theory Prior to Transfer to Aviation Base for Practical Work

TECHINSTRUCrIONS AND WORK

Under the supervision of the Governor and the Order in Council, naval officers are now quartered in the Walker Memorial Building in order to become thoroughly familiar with the various apparatus and apparatus necessary to practical work. The course is of two months' duration, and is to be followed by a similar course in the Naval Reserve, where a course of instruction will be given in all departments of engineering. In short, the men are now being trained for the work of flying.

A. I. E. E. HOLDING MEETING

A comprehensive synopsis of the work outlined for the officers of the service was given by the President of the Institute. It was stated that three days were the normal period of instruction, and that much was covered in the three days. It was also stated that the course was intended to cover all the technical subjects necessary for the work of flying.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY TO HAVE COMMON ROOM

Old Mining Engineering Laboratory to Be Made Into Club Room

The Architectural Society has decided to use the old Mining Engineering Laboratory by removing at a salary of $1 per day. This is the first time that the Architectural Society has ever been able to use a laboratory for the purpose of holding meetings.

Radio and Secret Phone for University

A. C. Crum was the first to feel the need of such a room, and the Architectural Society undertook to provide one. The room will be leased to the University for $1 per day.

EASE-AND-BOUND RACE

At WAKEFIELD SATURDAY

The cross-country event will meet at the North Station at 8 o'clock on Saturday, and will proceed from there to Wakefield for a Hartwood Run. The boys will be divided into two teams, each team consisting of seven men. The race will be a footrace, and the teams will be divided into two sections, with the sections meeting on the other side of the course.

The race from Wakefield to Wakefield will be run as a relay, and the sections of the course will be marked by flags. The first team will run the course in one hour, the second team in one hour and a half, and so on.

The first team will arrive at Wakefield at 10:30, and the second team at 11:00. The course will be open to the public, and the conditions of the race will be announced.

AVIATION-

n

"GET THE TECH SPHRT" IS THE PRESIDENT'S ADVICE TO AVIATORS

Doctor Macfarlane Urges Students of Army Aviation School to Consider Themselves Part of the Institute.

TO ADDRESS ALL NEW CLASSES

I n a brief but interesting talk before the students of the Army Aviation School on last Wednesday evening, President Miller called attention to the "true Tech spirit" and urged the men to make this spirit a part of themselves and of their school.

He also advised them that they were the points of the Institute, and, instead, to conduct themselves as though they were a part of it.

This advice that was delivered by the President before these men and which inaugurated the new policy decided upon by him and his advisory council of the Army Aviation School.

During the course of his address, Doctor Macfarlane said that the present men were not the first time to do things correctly. Instead, that he was sure that the present men would have more immediately pleasant experiences than the older men, but that, in the end, they would be the ones to learn.

The aviation school, in which the first men were trained, would have the same achievements as the present men, but they would be known more to the students of the future. The aviation school, in which the present men are trained, would have the same achievements as the present men, but they would be known more to the students of the future.

The President of the Institute, by his address, stirred the students of the Institute to thoughts of the future, and to the possibilities of the future.
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